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Youth, ICTs and rural development

Giving youth a voice in policy making

For many rural youth, ICTs – mobile phones, video games,
cash dispensers or Internet cafes – are associated with an
urban lifestyle. This is one of the many reasons why young
people in ACP countries leave rural areas and migrate to the
cities, in search of jobs and a better life. However, recent years
have seen an increase in the use of ICTs in rural areas, despite
persistent problems such as poor connectivity, lack of access
and the high costs. This trend is encouraging because ICTs
can provide income-generating opportunities, and can help
make village life more attractive for young people. Moreover,
ICT-related jobs require a certain set of skills, and providing
these skills to young people is an important step towards
creating employment in rural areas.
Many initiatives are currently underway to improve rural
connectivity, and to provide young people with access to ICTs
and the skills they need to use them. This issue of ICT Update
highlights some of these initiatives. Hemaima Tutuo reports
on the Youth First Computer Centre, which offers ICT
training and distance learning courses for young people
throughout the Solomon Islands. In an award-winning story,
Haru Mutasa describes how students at four schools in
Grahamstown, South Africa, are enthusiastically using
computers to download information from the Internet,
produce a newspaper and create their own presentations.
Sylvestre Ouédraogo describes how the Yam Pukri youth
forum is enabling young people in Burkina Faso to
communicate with their peers around the world. Finally,
Hemlata Jain explains how the Owerri Digital Village is
providing ICT training for disadvantaged youth in eastern
Nigeria to help them develop their self-confidence and an
entrepreneurial spirit.
All of these examples demonstrate that providing young
people with access to ICTs can open up a world of
opportunities for them. Indeed, as Titi Akinsanmi concludes
in the Q&A, access to information is the key to helping rural
youth expand their horizons. 

TechTip: JOBLAB
JOBLAB is a software package developed in
Germany to help young people identify their
personal strengths and aptitudes and
assess their career options. JOBLAB takes
users into a virtual world, in which they
adopt various identities and ‘try on’
different careers and lifestyles.
JOBLAB can be used for both group presentations and for individual
counselling. Individual careers can be presented and explored, and jobs
compared in order to highlight their similarities and differences.
Sponsored by the German Development Agency (GTZ), JOBLAB has been
adapted for local use in Uganda, China, and Chile. In Uganda, the JOBLAB
website contains information on occupational profiles, economic
activities, business start-ups and vocational training opportunities for
young people in the age group 12-18, and for school leavers who are
seeking employment.
To learn more about JOBLAB, visit: www.joblab.de/english.html
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Youth should be systematically involved in the development
and implementation of youth-oriented policies. This is one of
the recommendations made by a group of young people from
ACP countries in a statement to policy makers participating
in CTA’s ICT Observatory meeting ‘Giving Youth a Voice’,
held in Wageningen, the Netherlands, on 27–30 September
2004. A delegation of the group presented their policy
recommendations to ACP ambassadors and other
representatives in Brussels, Belgium, on 30 September.
Noting that young people in ACP countries face particular
challenges and constraints in many areas, such as education,
employment, health, access to ICTs and governance, the
group’s policy recommendations address a wide range of
issues. In the area of education, the statement calls for the
reform of teacher training and for better teaching methods so
that teachers are better able to respond to needs of youth in
the future. It further recommends that education policies
focus on enabling students to utilize the resources available
via the Internet, and to participate in distance and e-learning
programmes. In the area of employment, the group suggests
that policy makers ought to do much more to facilitate access
to information and promote the use of ICTs. In particular, the
statement recommends policy support for ICT-enabled
initiatives for young entrepreneurs working in agriculture.
With respect to health, the group’s statement expresses
concern about the persistence of HIV/AIDS in rural areas, and
the high rates of teenage pregnancy, and infant and maternal
mortality due to the lack of adequate health care services.
Accordingly, the group calls upon policy makers to ensure
that agricultural policies and strategies include clear
provisions to assist youth living with HIV/AIDS, and to
improve health services for poor and disadvantaged
communities in rural areas.
Finally, the group observes that where youth-oriented
policies do exist, there is often a lack of political will to
implement them, particularly in rural areas. The group’s
statement concludes that young people should not merely be
consulted by policy makers but also systematically involved
in the structures of governance. 
For the full text of the statement, visit the ICT Update website:
http://ictupdate.cta.int.
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The Youth First Computer Centre
Hemaima Tutuo reports on the first few months and future plans of a recently established ICT learning centre in the
Solomon Islands
‘Exciting’, ‘interesting’, ‘fantastic’ and
‘impressive’ are just some of the words
used by the young people of Honiara in
the Solomon Islands to describe their
first training session at the newly
established Youth First Computer
Centre (YFCC). Aimed at high school
students, unemployed dropouts and the
rural population at large, the YFCC
provides an affordable way for them to
acquire ICT skills.
In many developing countries, ICTs
are rapidly becoming indispensable
tools for participating in global markets,
for improving the delivery of services,
and for enhancing local development
opportunities. Over the past few
decades, the Solomon Islands have
hardly benefited from the diffusion of
ICTs due to a number of challenges and
constraints. The country is still
recovering from the ethnic conflict that
ended in 2000, and the population is
scattered over the six major and almost
1000 smaller islands – 85% of the
population live in isolated villages on
undeveloped outer islands. Efforts to
improve connectivity and access to ICTs
have also been hampered by the lack of
a national strategy to mainstream ICTs
in rural development.
However, since the establishment in
2001 of the People First Network

to send and receive email. The
establishment of ICT learning centres
such as the YFCC in rural areas may be
seen as a next step in this development.
The YFCC was initiated by the
Solomon Islands ICT Working Group
and is implemented by the Rural
Development Volunteers’ Association
(RDVA), a non-profit organization set
up by the Ministry of Provincial
Government and Rural Development.
The YFCC has benefited from the
generous assistance of the Global
Knowledge Partnership (GKP). The
YFCC’s main objective is to provide
training courses to improve computer
literacy and awareness of ICTs among
young people, including high school
students and the unemployed.

Computer training
The YFCC held its first training courses
in East Honiara in March 2004, with
intakes of students from 12 local
schools. In the first month of operation,
a total of 110 students, 53 boys and 57
girls, enrolled for classes at the Centre.
Since few of the students had prior
experience with computers, the majority
attended the beginners’ course, which
involves a total of 10 hours of training in
basic computing. Most of the
participants have shown great interest
in computers and are eager to learn
more.
Follow-up courses offered by the
YFCC include an introduction to
Microsoft Word, and an email and
Internet training course. The fees are
reasonable – schools pay $SB 50 (about
€ 6) per student for the basic computing
course, and private citizens $SB 150.00
(about € 17).

Distance learning

(PFnet), an internationally acclaimed
communications network based on
radio email technology, the government
has been actively promoting rural
connectivity. Even on some of the
remotest islands, there are now
community owned and operated email
stations, enabling the rural population

Although the activities so far are limited
to Honiara, the YFCC is already
working with PFnet in a project to link
the Centre to rural schools and
community centres on other islands via
PFnet’s email network. In this project,
the YFCC stands to benefit from PFnet’s
technical expertise and its experience
with distance education.
Via PFnet, rural community high
schools will be able to participate in

educational ICT activities coordinated
by the YFCC, such as the design of
school websites. Students will also be
able to enrol in distance learning
programmes. In a pilot project launched
in 2002, PFnet in partnership with the
University of the South Pacific in
Honiara established the first distance
learning facility at one of Solomon
Islands’ rural community high schools.
The pilot project has set a precedent
for the adoption of ICT-enabled distance
learning as the cornerstone of the
government’s education policy. Recently,
the Ministry of Education and Human
Resource Development announced that
it had received funding from the EU and
New Zealand for a two-year programme
to establish a rural e-learning centre in a
community high school in each
province.
The YFCC is in a unique position to
help young people acquire the skills
they need to participate in e-learning,
and to further develop ICT-enabled
educational activities for the benefit of
young people throughout the Solomon
Islands. 
Hemaima Tutuo (email: hema@youthfirst.net.sb)
is coordinator of the Youth First Computer
Centre in Honiara. For further information, visit
www.peoplefirst.net.sb/youth_centre
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The Youth for Technology Foundation: digital opportunities
Hemlata Jain explains how the Owerri Digital Village is providing ICT training for disadvantaged youth in eastern Nigeria to
help them develop their self-confidence and an entrepreneurial spirit.
The Youth for Technology Foundation
(YTF) believes that young people are
quick learners, and are agents of change
in their communities. Since 2000, the
YTF has been working at the grassroots
level in Nigeria to help rural youth
develop a passion for technology and to
use ICTs as learning tools.
The Owerri Digital Village, a
community technology and learning
centre in eastern Nigeria, is the
embodiment of YTF’s vision. The centre
offers ICT training to disadvantaged
young people aged between 8 and 25,
helping them to develop their selfconfidence and an entrepreneurial spirit.
The Foundation prides itself as the
innovator of the ‘digital village
movement’ in Nigeria, according to
Njideka Harry, founder and executive
director of YTF. Since establishing the
Owerri Digital Village, the YTF has
worked with other non-profit
organizations interested in establishing
digital villages. The YTF advises them
on how to set up and manage a
community technology centre following
the Owerri model.
All YTF programmes are developed
with inputs from the local community.
This is to ensure that community
members get a sense of true ownership
and commitment to the work of the
Foundation. One prerequisite for all
participants in the programmes is that
they should not have had any other
formal technology training. This is to
ensure that YTF reaches disadvantaged
students who need the services most.
In the TechKids programme, designed
for children aged between 8 and 12,
students work together to create projects
and solve problems. They are taught
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how to use a digital camera
and a scanner, for instance,
and how to download the
images to a computer and
modify them to create a
custom slide show. Through
this programme, students
learn about team building,
communication and goal
setting. ‘We start out by giving
them something fun to do to
develop their interest’, says
Vincent Chukwuemeka, a 19year-old intern at Owerri.
‘This allows them to overcome
any fears of technology they
may have and to become
aware of the benefits of ICTs’.
The children enrolled in the
TechKids programme start out
by sharing a computer so that
they are not intimidated by the new
skills they are about to explore. A
quarter of the way into the programme,
they are then assigned their own
individual computer. Chinyere Mbachu,
an instructor at Owerri, recalls
Tuochukwu, an eight-year-old boy who
was at first a little disappointed at not
having a computer to himself. ‘I
explained to him why it was important
for him to share a computer with a
friend in the first week of the
programme. But he wasn’t convinced. It
is inspirational to see how passionate
these young people are about
technology and the magic of software –
something they don’t know anything
about before enrolling in our youth
programme’.
In 2003, the YTF entered into a joint
venture with the John C. Ford Program
Inc. a non-profit organization and the
developer of the Global Education
Initiative (GEI), a project that YTF is
implementing. The project uses open
and distance learning methodologies to
connect youth in Owerri and in other
countries such as Kenya, South Africa
and the USA. During the 10-week
programme the participants have an
opportunity to use technology to solve a
concrete problem in their community.
Between July and September 2004, the
participants worked on the GEI project
at Owerri Digital Village, focusing on

‘Educating our communities on
HIV/AIDS’. The students learned how to
use technology to conduct research on
the prevention of HIV/AIDS, and to use
office applications such as Word, Excel
and PowerPoint. They collected data,
documented and disseminated
information about the health, education
and economic problems that they face as
a result of HIV/AIDS. At the same time,
they were able to develop an increased
awareness of and respect for national
and cultural differences through
collaborative, project-based learning
with their digital peers in other
countries. Activities included computer
and Internet training, online education,
research and group exercises.
The Foundation believes that
opportunities to participate in lifeenhancing activities should be open to
anyone with the talent, potential and
drive to do so. The children YTF serves
all have these characteristics, but the
right conditions and resources are not in
place for them to succeed. ‘You may
never know what is in their minds and
how much potential they have’, says
Njideka Harry, ‘unless they are given
the right opportunity to unlock it. That
is what the YTF seeks to do’. 
Hemlata Jain works as a volunteer for YTF in
Nigeria. For more information, visit
www.youthfortechnology.org
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Grahamstown’s ICT awakening
In this award-winning story Haru Mutasa reports on how students at four schools in South Africa are enthusiastically
embracing ICTs.
It took a while, but ICTs are finally
reaching impoverished communities in
Grahamstown, South Africa. Computers
are revolutionizing education in schools
where up to five students may have to
share one textbook between them, and
exhausted teachers take classes of up to
60 students at a time – sometimes under
a tree.

It’s 10 am at the Good Shepherd
primary school, and the class is
bursting with excitement...
‘At first we were all scared and
confused’, says 12-year-old Sandisiwe
Bial, ‘but with practice we got better and
we’re now really excited about using
computers’. She leans over and clicks on
the mouse to open up the PowerPoint
presentation she wants to show me. Her
classmates, in awe of her confidence and
technical skills, gather round the
computer to watch.
Sandisiwe whisks through the
presentation. Her voice exudes authority
as she talks about the information her
classmates found on the Internet about
the conservation of endangered animals.
She points to the pictures she
downloaded from websites while her
friend, Thandi Zabo, prints out the
poem the class made up about the topic.
Thandi, who’s a little more reserved
than Sandisiwe, takes over and shows
me something very special – a story
written and illustrated by the entire
class. ‘First we drew the pictures on
paper using crayons’, explains Thandi,
‘and then we scanned them into the
computer’. The children have effectively
produced a short story, in the form of a
comic strip, about the giraffe and how it
got its long neck.

In a high school deep in the heart of the
township, another student is dreaming
big...
‘I want to be a computer engineer when
I leave school’, says 17-year-old
Sakheluxolo Petros, a student at
Nathaniel Nyaluza high school. ‘Ever
since I learned how to use the programs
I’ve been making my own sites and
trying out new things. I even come to
the computer lab in my own time just to
play around and teach myself by

experimenting’. He has already created
his own home page – his private
property in cyberspace – where he posts
information about his hopes and
dreams.
There are 16 computers in the school’s
computer lab, which are used by two
students at a time. The kids chat with a
school in Rome through a discussion
forum that started earlier this year.
‘They are having fun exchanging
information and getting to know each
other’, says teacher Joy Turyagenda. ‘It
is about encouraging collaborative
learning through email and by posting
projects on the net’.

On the outskirts of Grahamstown,
Nombulelo high school anxiously waits
to climb back onto the digital
bandwagon...
‘This is what we have in this edition’,
says 17-year-old Xoliswa, editor of the
Nombulelo high school newspaper. ‘The
deadline is tomorrow so I want all the
writers to start typing up their stories as
soon as possible’.
The newsroom, a computer lab during
school hours, becomes alive with
activity as the would-be journalists rush
to meet the deadline. The quarterly
newspaper, started in 1997, has a staff of
40 students who work on a volunteer
basis as part of the student media club.
‘We write about things that concern us –
drugs, AIDS, teenage pregnancy, and
about being young and the problems we
face’, explains Xoliswa. ‘It’s also fun, and
it’s great practice for when we leave
here’.
The school is temporarily without an
Internet connection, but Rhodes
University is working on a pilot project
to install a WiFi connection at the
school. Much of the equipment has
already been set up, and once a few
technical problems have been ironed out
Nombulelo will once again be connected
to the outside world.

Meanwhile, George Dickerson primary
school is just starting out on the digital
highway...
Ten-year-old Charmaine Williams and a
few brave friends slip quietly into the
computer lab to take a peek at the new

arrivals – 12 computers that have been
donated to the school. ‘I’m not supposed
to be here’, she whispers. ‘My teacher
says we have to wait until we are shown
how to use them’.
I assure her that I’ll warn her if
‘trouble’ appears. She makes herself
comfortable at one of the computers and
taps away on the keyboard. She laughs
at the novelty and says, ‘I have no idea
what I’m doing but it feels good. Our
secretary has one in her office and I see
her using it everyday. Maybe she will
teach us’. Fortunately for Charmaine
and her friends, their teachers already
have plans to introduce them to the
world of ICTs. 
Haru Mutasa (e-mail: haru@ameinfo.com) is a
journalist for the Highway Africa News Agency
(HANA), which specializes in ICT events and
developments in Africa. This article is based on
a longer version that received the CTA Youth
Observatory 2004 Award for the best story on
youth, ICTs and rural development.
The four schools mentioned in this article
acquired their computers by actively seeking
donations or winning competitions, and were
determined to succeed at all costs. Nombulelo
high school (2001) and George Dickerson
primary school (April 2004) were donated
computers by Rhodes University. Nathaniel
Nyaluza high school won a competition
sponsored by SchoolNet South Africa in 2001.
The Good Shepherd primary school received a
computer, a printer and scanner donated by the
Open University, UK.
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The Yam Pukri youth forum
Sylvestre Ouédraogo describes how a youth forum on the Internet is broadening the horizons of young people throughout
Burkina Faso.
Yam Pukri, an organization dedicated to
familiarizing young people in Burkina
Faso with computers and the Internet,
together with the Swiss NGO Terre des
Hommes, recently launched a youth
forum on the Internet. For me, as
director, it has been an enriching
experience. At first I was sceptical when
Noberto (Beto) Duares, head of the new
technologies department of Terre des
Hommes in Geneva, proposed the idea.
We did not have enough resources to set
it up. But after giving it some thought, I
decided we would not lose anything in
trying.
The purpose of the forum is to enable
young people living in different
countries and contexts to communicate,
to share their experiences, and to
enhance their knowledge of others and
the world at large. We could have used
surface mail or the telephone, but the
Internet enables us to work in real time,
and helps to reduce the costs of
communication.
When we set up the forum, we
concentrated on exchanging messages.
Then we set up a simple interactive site
so that we could work with others on
the same portal regardless of location.
Later, Terre des Hommes rebuilt the
forum into a complete portal, which we

Art from Colombia posted on the youth forum

came to call ‘La
Voix des Jeunes’
(‘The Voice of
Youth’). Here, one
can find a growing
amount and variety
of information
about youth in
Burkina Faso. The
topics addressed in
the forum have
also evolved. In the
first year, we
worked on the
rights of children,
which is a very
broad topic. In the
second year, we concentrated on child
labour, and this year we are focusing on
migration, integration and tolerance.

Traditional and new technologies
The Yam Pukri youth forum project is
unique in that we combine traditional
and new technologies, as necessary, to
enable students who do not have access
to a computer to take part. The
messages they receive are printed out or
viewed on screen and the students can
respond in writing on paper. The
students can therefore concentrate on
the content, while the technical team
takes care of the data processing and
sending the messages over the Internet.
With this system, even young people
who live in villages where there are no
phone lines or Internet connections can
participate in the forum. They simply
send their messages by surface mail to
the Yam Pukri centre in Ouagadougou,
where they are processed and posted on
the forum. The answers follow in
reverse: once received, the messages are
printed out and sent by traditional
means to the recipients in the villages.

The forum in practice
The youth forum is only active for a
limited period of time (one month this
year) but since the site is permanently
online, young people can continue to
visit months afterwards. Inspired by the
website, some young people have
formed a group that intends to make its
own website. I am astonished how
quickly these young people are able to
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embrace computers and learn how to
make use of them. It is a great joy for
me to see that it does not take much to
engage young people in activities that
may affect the rest of their lives. With
the liberalization of the economy, extracurricular activities have almost
disappeared from schools in Burkina
Faso, but the youth forum makes it
possible for them to develop their own
activities.
That young people need to have
access to new technologies is no longer
in doubt. It is also well understood that
new technologies are not ends in
themselves, but simply means for
accelerating development. What is
important now, I believe, is to identify
ways to improve access to new
technologies. In Burkina Faso, the
activities of Yam Pukri and Terre des
Hommes are spearheading the
introduction of ICTs in high schools and
colleges. I hope we have set an example
that will encourage the government to
support many more projects at a much
larger scale. 
Sylvestre Ouédraogo (e-mail:
sylvestre.ouedraogo@univ-ouaga.bf) is director
of the Yam Pukri Association and author of the
book L’ordinateur et le djembé: entre rêves et
réalités /The Computer and Djembé: Between
Dreams and Realities (Harmattan, Paris, 2003).
Yam Pukri works with the International Institute
for Communication and Development (IICD), in
a knowledge-sharing programme for Burkina
Faso. For more information, visit www.burkinantic.org and http://tecfaseed.unige.ch/tdh03/

resources

Projects and initiatives
This section lists key projects and initiatives in the field of youth and ICTs.
Additional web resources can be found in the web magazine at http://ictudate.cta.int.
AFRICA
Southern Africa: EcoCyberCenters
The US-based Benjamin E. Mays National
Educational Resource Center is establishing
four computer centres, or ‘EcoCyberCenters’,
that will provide Internet access for youth and
local communities in Benin, Ghana, Senegal
and South Africa, focusing on environmental
education. The project will also encourage
linkages between African and US youth and
promote environmental sciences through an
online curriculum.
www.dogonvillage.com/benemays/indexau.htm
Senegal: Cyber-yyouth spaces project
The Groupe pour l’étude et l’enseignement de
la population (GEEP) is encouraging schools to
play a prominent role in population and
environment oriented activities by targeting
secondary students aged 13–21 and
schoolteachers, and has created ‘family life’
clubs throughout Senegal. Funded through the
Acacia Initiative, the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada has
supported the ‘Cyber-youth spaces’ project, an
experiment to introduce ICTs into the clubs’
activities. The second phase of the project aims
to create the conditions for integrating ICTs into
teaching and learning strategies, and making
them an integral part of the school
environment. See http://web.idrc.ca/en/ev8033-201-1-DO_TOPIC.html, and the 2002 BBC
article: ‘Net informs Senegalese students’:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/22962
47.stm
Nigeria: ClickITnigeria
This youth-led initiative aims to raise a new
generation of youth equipped with ICT skills.
ClickITnigeria informs youth in Nigeria about the
information society, and the emerging trends
and challenges, and seeks to prepare them for
the global marketplace by providing training in
basic computer skills, Internet and email, web
development, programming and networking
skills.
www.clickitnigeria.org
Rwanda: Radio Project for Child-h
headed
Households
The Freeplay Foundation is providing wind-up
radios to orphaned child heads of households
in Rwanda so that they can listen to radio
programmes that will help them prevent
disease, increase their crop yields, and raise
their goats. Since the radios need no batteries

or electricity, the children can listen at any time
to programmes on health care, AIDS, clean
water, farming, and animal husbandry, as well
as to music and sports.
www.globalgiving.com/pr/600/proj586a.html
Mozambique: Bridging the Gap
This project, established by the Foundation for
Community Development (FDC), is teaching
children in rural areas how to use computers
and the Internet in order to bridge the
technology gap that exists between rural
Mozambique and the rest of world. The project
will provide computer laboratories at selected
primary schools and will train about 6000
teachers in how to integrate technology into the
classroom. In addition, Internet courses will be
created to teach students the basic national
curriculum while familiarizing them with
computer technology.
www.synergos.org/gpcparlor/southernafrica/02
/fdctelecenter.pdf
Liberia: Strengthening Youth and Radio Stations
in Liberia
There has been a dramatic increase in the
number of community-based radio stations
across Liberia to provide people, particularly
youth, with access to timely and credible
information. To address the lack of technical
and professional capacity needed to respond to
the information needs of a war-affected
population, the project will provide production
equipment to four radio stations in Lofa, Bong,
Nimba and Grand Gedeh counties. Youth staff
members, who played a critical role in the war
and are looking for a voice in the peace
process, will receive hands-on training in
interviewing and programme production
techniques.
www.globalgiving.com/pr/800/proj705a.html

CARIBBEAN
Jamaica: The Container Project
The Container Project is bringing new
technologies to the youth and long-term
unemployed in marginalized urban and rural
communities in Jamaica, using a mobile
container unit equipped with computers and
Internet access. The project promotes the
creative and productive use of ICTs for career
development, provides training in basic
computer skills and desktop publishing, and
organizes Access to Digital Arts Technology
(ATDAT) workshops, to help young people
explore the opportunities that computers offer

to create art and to express themselves.
www.container-project.net
Guyana: Guyana Information Youth Project (GIYP)
The GIYP was launched in 2002 to enable
young people aged 17–30 to become
technologically literate and to acquire the skills
and knowledge needed to perform efficiently in
a computerized environment. The project
encourages local businesses to advise young
people to help them to document their ideas, to
guide them in the design of business concepts,
and to establish their own successful small
businesses. The project maintains a research
and documentation centre, hosted by the
Volunteer Youth Corps of Guyana, and offers
training courses as well as a mentorship
programme.
www.vycguyana.org/giyp.html
based Training for
Haiti: Multimedia Computer-b
Rural areas
Young people fleeing poverty in rural areas tend
to migrate to urban areas that have no capacity
to absorb them. This project seeks to stem the
exodus from the rural town of Leogane, Haiti,
with a solar-powered wireless Internet
connection to provide computer-based
interactive training in language, math and
business administration.
www.globalgiving.com/cb/hp/proj213a.html

PACIFIC
Tonga: Future Farmers
In Tonga, the decreasing participation of youth
in agricultural production has become an issue
of concern. Not only are household food
security and income in rural areas affected, but
also the national food security is threatened
due to increasing volumes of food imports. In
2003, a national programme, Future Farmers of
Tonga, was launched to support young farmer
groups, with assistance from the FAO. The
Tongan National Youth Congress, church groups
and the US Peace Corps are working with the
Ministry of Agriculture to develop special youthin-agriculture activities. The programme will
provide training courses for extension workers
and young farmers, and appropriate training
materials. It will also strengthen the national
marketing and distribution network by offering
relevant training in market data storage and
analysis, as well as by supplying computer
equipment.
www.fao.or.th/Field_Operations/Countries/TCP
_projects/TON_TCP2901.htm
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Q&A: Opening up a world of opportunities
Titi Akinsanmi argues that access to information is the key to helping rural youth expand their horizons.

What are the main challenges facing
youth in rural areas of ACP countries?
What I would rather call the main
‘issue’ facing youth in general is that
young people are not heard. There is a
saying that the young, especially young
girls, ‘should be seen and not heard’.
And even if they are allowed to speak,
they are often not taken seriously.
As for youth in rural areas, they face
an extra set of barriers. In many ACP
countries, to live in a rural area means
that you are less than likely to have
access to electricity, water, proper
education and healthcare. In the
agricultural sector, youth are more often
than not just used for their physical
strength. Any ideas they may have that
could help improve their communities
are simply not noticed. Young people
are simply not expected to come up
with viable ideas.
How can we help rural youth to deal
with these issues?
The key is information and access to
it. If you provide young people with
access to information, you open up a
world of opportunities for them. Yet, the
information needs to be relevant. Many
efforts to reach out to rural communities
use outdated means , and often provide

outdated and irrelevant information,
leaving those they seek to help
disconnected from the modern world.
Relevant information is, first of all,
timely information. For many
agricultural activities, timing is critical.
Market information that reaches a
farmer by snail mail is likely to be out of
date, and therefore no longer useful. But
in other sectors too, timing is crucial. In
the health care sector, having the right
information available when it is needed
can be a matter of life and death.
Second, for young people relevant
information is information that provides
them with, and allows them to make
choices. Rural youth, in particular, often
grow up with a sense that they have no
choices in life. For them, relevant
information is, above all, information
that helps them to expand their horizons
of conceivable options as to what they
can do with their lives. These may be
career and employment opportunities
within the agricultural sector. But they
may also include options in other
sectors and even outside the community
where they live. You can not prevent
young people from moving but you can
foster their commitment to give
something back to their community – if
an enabling environment exists for this.
How, then, can ICTs help rural youth to
improve their prospects?
ICTs can help to provide relevant
information to youth in rural areas and
allow them to communicate with others.
You can use the most up-to-date
technology. Particularly in projects
dealing with youth, technology as such
is not the problem. Young people are
eager to learn how to use ICTs, and they
learn fast.

Bridging the digital divide is about
facilitating access. Herein rests the
problem: the organizations, policies and
funds that are supposed to facilitate
access, do not deliver. More often than
not, there are not enough funds
available.
So, are you saying that it is all about
money after all?
Well, to say the least, funding
priorities are usually not geared toward
ICT projects for rural youth. To change
this, we need to influence policy
makers. And lobbying becomes much
easier when you can show that what
you want has already been done
successfully. So, apart from the need to
organize young people worldwide in an
effort to influence policy makers –
which is what the WSIS Youth Caucus is
achieving – we need to set up our own
projects, preferably projects that are
replicable. That’s why I am personally
involved not just in lobbying but also in
actual projects – the Global Teenager
Project and the Paradigm Initiative
Nigeria – to engage youth from around
the world in applications of ICTs that
are relevant, educative and replicable. 
At the World Summit on the Information Society
(WSIS) in 2003, Titi Akinsanmi (email:
t.askinsanmi@schoolnetafrica.org) successfully
worked with others to ensure that the voices of
African youth were reflected in the youth
paragraph of the WSIS Declaration of
Principles. Titi, a young Nigerian woman
working in South Africa, is currently Global
Facilitator of the WSIS Youth Caucus (see:
http://ycdo.takingitglobal.org/wsis/) and
programme manager of the Global Teenager
Project, SchoolNet Africa. For more information
about the GTP, visit www.schoolnetafrica.org.
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